At the age of 4, I already had InSights that are ahead of time.
After high school I specialized in several tracks of Personal Development as well as
Management. Through personal experiences of many issues live throwed at me next to my
Psycho-social education and other education, I am able to instant feeling where bottlenecks lie
and how those can be solved. For those solutions understanding and motivation are necessary.
I give such guidance to people who ask my advice. It provides the individual or the company
who ask my insight, to understand how they can overcome personal or social barriers such as
for instance resistance, fear, shortsightedness etc..
At present (2011) I have already written four books in two languages, a fifth only in Dutch.
Furthermore I write a blog (www.c-t-u.com/blog) and two columns (www.leefbewust.com
and at the Dutch linkedin groups for animal welfare. Next I gives lectures at the Academy of
Coaching and Counselling and personal consultations.
I won an award in Belgium in an essay contest with the working title "" New times, new
values better insights ...?". My contribution was "A mature society is the difference between
egoism and egocentrism."
My many studies, knowledge, skills and insights allow me in my counseling and guidance to
bring forth the essential point and highlight it from many points of view. In it I am honest and
direct as I strive to redress the balance. Justice and a deep understanding of life motivates me.
I want others to understand what's going on and how a (desired) change can be achieved.
My Insights involve the whole spectrum of life from 0 (Big Bang) to Now (=the book of life).
For me Life is an experience that keeps me living alive. I wish it is the same to you!
At present I make a television program around the consultations I perform.
By asking questions & perceiving answers, I managed to obtain Navaratha (9 mystical
jewelry who symbolize spiritual principles) & became a Jivanmukta; a person with
Purvajnana (knowledge of past lives) & Dharmakāya (to view the truth by intrinsic emptiness
of mind) & a Mahatma (a soul almost liberated from the cycle of death and reincarnation). In
other words a Mukti who accessed the monadic world.
I am originally rooted in Nature and Psycho-Social Studies. My study in Intuition and interest
in Quantum Physics allow me to see parallelles and paradoxes. I see all that is beyond, mine
and your, regular perception and imagination.
It is the basic for the books, lectures and counseling as there is always more to the subject
then we at first sight notice.
• I translate the (unused) power of your identity in a distinctive way. Thus you develop your
true identity and stop living a life others demand you to have.
• I assist those who want to step out of routine or their comfort zone to start contributing to
Life.

• I assist you to notice fully aware whatever life throws at you and how this involves your
personal path.
• Holistic advice is given (on the levels of health, food, thoughts, emotions and your path).
• I assist you to “re-member” your commitment in life and proceed to the 9th dimension. Even
you can become crystalline!
Author of inspiring books see www-c-t-u.com.
Specialties
To un(cover) your essence & assist you to re-member and realize yourself on the at least 10 of
14 steps to take to end the life-death cycle on earth. Step out of vicious circles, cut Gordian
Knot and become FREE.
Stop being influenced by entities but realize your Self.

From Big Bang till now or even the future, I look behind the veils.
I am married to John and we both have from a previous marriage, three children, Floris,
Annemarieke and Suzanne

